Here are my personal comments on
this caller, my opinion and a truthful
one at that, so here it is! I will never
give unfair comment on an item, and
will never say a product is good if it
isn’t, as my reputation rides on that!

Here you can see the 18cm long caller, but it’s loud if you need it to
be, and light to carry also. It has 24 sounds.

Ok, the Spitfire, is very nice in these respects, the volume
for me at night is great as I want a call to carry 450m at
night maximum, if to loud a predator knows it’s a bullshit
story, so at 4 power this caller will travel to 550m easily
with a light breeze, with no wind at night on volume 5 it
will be more than adequate.
The caller has a TRIPOD mount underneath, a thread,
VERY NICE! Say no more….
The caller is small, and is only 18 cm long, and has an
extra speaker connection and an on and off switch.
Perfect, what else do you need really!

Here is my caller with a camo cover, what I like about this caller is
that it has NO aerial!

The 4 penlight battery’s are in a compartment on the left
side and this is a really no frills caller, just a basic call
with 24 sounds that works well. The caller shows a green
light when it is turned on.
It houses a sound memory card in the rear, so you can
load more sounds on other cards and put the other card in
the rear in the other cards place. It works like a digital
camera, the same principal.
For $199-00 you can’t want more really, it is value for
money in every way; it has NO aerial and this I like, so
you don’t have to worry about an aerial getting bent or
damaged in the bush or in a travel bag!

REMOTE
The remote, lights up sea greeny in colour, shows the
sound you are playing, has a volume control 1-5, and a
mute button, stop, send button and AUX button and
obviously a SOUND button. Very simple and also a nice
size that fits the hand well.( 9v).
As I mentioned before, the remote has NO aerial, so
it is easier to transport and you do not have to worry
about bending an aerial or something.

PRICING IN GENERAL;
The caller in SA costs to the general public $199-00, this
is x the $ currency and as you know it changes every day
in this country! But I have just bought a few callers and I
can tell you this, if you bought them as a private person
not a dealer, it would cost you the following, and lets work
at 8 RAND to ONE Dollar. So, $199-00 translates to;
$199-00 x8 = R1, 600-00
$150-00 x8 = R1, 200-00 Post UPS 5 day service or
quicker on average
Import duty, taxes and Vol duty etc R600-00
Bank changes to transfer money from your bank. R200-00
on average.
Total for a $199-00 caller landed and delivered to
your door = R3,600-00 ( Private person)
Generally speaking, in today’s world in SA, what can you
buy for a few thousand rand, the value of our money has
got so bad that today if you break R500-00 what do you
have to show for it? – not much!
Here you will buy a caller and you are done, you don’t
have to buy another one again. Get the sound list below
and you are done.

ORDERS
Contact Joe at joe@gofoxpro.com or sales@gofoxpro.com
It is totally safe and all you do is the following;
Joe sends you an invoice with the bank info, take it to
your bank and they transfer the money and he will send
you the caller, simple / he sends it with a UPS courieragain totally safe. – Just tell him to load this sound
list for you;
1. Foxpros Black Backed Jackal
2. Foxpros Black Backed Jackal
3. Foxpros Black Backed Jackal
4. Foxpros Black Backed Jackal
THESE ARE ALL DIFFERENT SOUNDS above, NOT the
same ones.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Crying Jack
Dying Jack
Lightning Jack
Jackrabbit Distress
Nutty Nuthatch
Luscious Lips
Titmouse Tantrum
Bay Jee Distress
Byron South Cottontail
Scrub Hare Distress
Baby Pig Distress
Lucky Bird
Crazy Critter
Flying Squirrel
Springhare Distress
Byron Canine Puppies
Woodpecker Distress
Shore Bird Distress
Fawn Distress
Javelinas Demise

FINAL COMMENT – “BUY ONE IT’S A VERY
GOOD DEAL”!!

